
The ten worst ways your children are being poisoned right 

now: vaccines, food, video games and more 

Modern children are being poisoned like never before in the 

history of human civilization. No wonder the rate of autism in America has skyrocketed to 1 in 

88 children over the last few decades, putting autism squarely in the “epidemic” category. 

 

But don’t expect any CDC action on this epidemic. The CDC knows full well why autism rates 

are exploding across America, but instead of admitting the truth, the CDC is running a cover 

story to protect the corporate interests of the real culprits: the medical corporations poisoning 

children for profit (see below). 

 

It’s not just medical companies that are poisoning our children, by the way: They’re also being 

poisoned in other insidious ways that suppress free thinking, assault good health and crush 

children’s souls. 

 

Here’s my list of the ten worst ways in which our children are being poisoned right now. 

#1) Multiple vaccinations that inject mercury, aluminum, MSG and formaldehyde into 

children 

It is an admitted fact that today’s vaccines given to children are intentionally formulated 

withmercury, aluminum, MSG and formaldehyde, all of which is insanely injected into the body 

of infants and children. 

This is openly admitted by the CDC itself, which has emerged as a criminal front group for the 

vaccine industry. Rather than trying to determine why vaccines are causing so much autism, the 

CDC tries to hide the evidence, delay the hearings, and deploy smoke and mirrors to protect the 

criminally-operated vaccine industry where nearly every single vaccine manufacturer operating 

today has been found guilty of multiple felony crimes. 

#2) Mercury fillings 

Astonishingly, dentists in the USA continue to fill children’s mouths with the most toxic heavy 

metal known to man: Mercury. 

They don’t call it mercury, of course, because that would raise too many questions. Instead, they 

call them “silver amalgam fillings.” But the No. 1 ingredient in these fillings is, of course, the 

heavy metal mercury. 
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#3) School lunches that use toxic processed food ingredients, including sodium nitrite 

School lunches continue to serve our children a toxic cocktail of chemical food additives, 

partially-hydrogenated oils, chemical preservatives and even cancer-causing color fixers 

like sodium nitrite. 

Sodium nitrite causes pancreatic cancer, colon cancer and brain tumors in children. It is 

intentionally added to hot dogs, sausage, bacon, pepperoni, lunch meats and nearly all processed 

meats. A nation that eats sodium nitrite on a regular basis will have sky-high rates of cancer as a 

result. 

In addition to sodium nitrite, school lunches are also filled with GMOs which we now 

knowcause huge cancer tumors in animals. The USDA, which is already in bed with Monsanto 

on the regulatory side, also buys masses of genetically engineered food to be used in school 

lunch programs. 

#4) Television programming that poisons children’s brains with messages of materialism 

and inadequacy 

Television was invented as a way to educate and uplift and population, but it has become 

dominated by commercial interests who brainwash children into worshipping materialism and 

being manipulated into feelings of inadequacy. 

The point of this is to push sugary cereals, action figures, toys and junk foods into the minds of 

children so that they nag parents into buying it for them. Virtually all Saturday morning 

television, for example, has devolved into a “nag factor manipulation matrix” designed to 

brainwash children into begging their parents to purchase consumable items that generate profits 

for corporate advertisers. 

Where is the education in television these days? It is now relegated to a few channels that focus 

on documentaries and non-fiction subjects, and even those channels are still funded by corporate 

interests. 

#5) Public education that teaches revisionist history and toxic ideas about society 

American children are being insidiously poisoned by public schools and all the atrociously 

damaging ideas those schools teach. 

Many schools are now teaching what is essentially socialism or even communism. They attack 

and ridicule students who believe in the founding principles of America: patriotism, the Bill of 

Rights, individual liberty and the U.S. Constitution. 

Students are also now being microchipped and taught that they are slaves of the state. 

Just recently, in fact, several students were suspended from Kearney High School for painting 

the American flag on their chests for a lip-sync music video project sponsored by the school. 
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This is all a type of mental poisoning of our children, done under the banner of “education.” 

#6) Toxic personal care products made with cancer-causing poisons: Shampoo, skin care, 

toothpaste, air fresheners, laundry soap and more 

Children everywhere are being bathed in toxic poisons from all their personal care products, 

including soaps and shampoos, laundry detergents, fabric softeners and even toothpaste. 

Most personal care products are loaded with cancer-causing synthetic chemicals. Laundry 

detergents bathe children’s clothing in cancer-causing chemicals which are then worn by the 

children and absorbed into their bodies. When children become teens, the toxic burden is 

increased even more through deodorants, makeup and cosmetics, perfumes and colognes. Nearly 

all conventional body care products contain cancer-causing chemicals, including the high-end, 

expensive brands. 

#7) Toxic hydrofluosilicic acid dumped into the water supply after being mislabeled 

“fluoride” 

Children are being wildly poisoned by the dumping of hydrofluosilicic acid into the water 

supply. This is incorrectly called “fluoride” but it’s actually a toxic byproduct of the chemical 

fertilizer industry or aluminum smelting industry. 

As Natural News has proven, fluoride is sold as an insecticide chemical and a metals smelting 

chemical. It is one of the most toxic substances yet discovered, which is why it kills insects so 

effectively. 

Fluoride is so toxic that dumping it into a river or stream in the United States would be 

consideredan act of ecological terrorism. Yet, somehow, it is legal to dump it into the water 

supply of human beings who then urinated it back into the rivers and streams where it poisons 

the environment. 

#8) Toxic indoor air environments at homes and schools: Formaldehyde, molds, glues and 

synthetic pollutants 

Indoor air pollution is a significant source of toxic chemical exposure for children. Carpets, 

paints, wood floor and even furniture all give off toxic fumes that can promote cancer and 

aggravate allergies. 

Many homes, schools and commercial buildings are contaminated with toxic molds that are also 

ingested by infants and children. Even hospitals circulate potentially deadly superbugs that can 

kill children. 

#9) Video games 

Make no mistake that children — especially boys — are being mentally poisoned by video 

games. These games teach boys that violence is normal through the relentless assault of ultra-
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realistic first-person shooters that put players in the position of violently murdering other human 

beings. 

These games desensitize children to the real world, and they train children to grow up and join 

the military. Some of the most popular games are actually engineered and published by the 

military as recruiting systems for teens. 

Take a look at the ultra realism (and violence) of “Far Cry 3″ in this teaser video. This is what 

your kids are playing when you buy them an Xbox: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4qTMrNCgzBg 

#10) Mind-altering psychiatric drugs 

One of the greatest crimes against children today is found in the realm of psychiatry. That dark 

art of anti-medicine pretends to “diagnose” children with “disorders” which are then claimed to 

be treated by mind-altering psychiatric drugs such as Ritalin and Prozac. 

The entire industry of modern psychiatry is a criminal drug ring conducted for the sole purpose 

of generating profits by treating children as pharmaceutical disposal objects. Most of the 

psychiatric disorders found in the DSM-V manual are completely fabricated works of fiction. 

The drug industry and modern psychiatry run their fraud as a tag-team of criminals who prey on 

children. 

Mike Adams 
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After months of protesting a policy requiring high school students to wear an RFID-enabled ID 

badge around their necks at all times, Andrea Hernandez is being involuntarily withdrawn from 

John Jay High School in San Antonio effective November 26th, according to a letter sent by the 

district that has now been made public. 

The letter, sent on November 13, 

informs her father that the Smart ID 

program, which was phased in with 

the new school year, is now in “full 

implementation” and requires all 

students to comply by wearing the 

location-tracking badges. 

Since Andrea Hernandez has refused 

to wear the badge, she is being 

withdrawn from the magnet school 

and her program at the Science and 

Engineering Academy, and instead 

will have to attend William Howard 

Taft HS, which is not currently 

involved in the ID scheme, unless she 

changes her position.  

Civil liberties lawyers at the 

Rutherford Institute told 

Infowars.com that they are in the 

process of filing a temporary 

restraining order petition to prevent 

the school from kicking Hernandez 

out until further appeals can be made 

to resolve the matter. Representatives 

for John Jay did not return calls for comment by the time of publishing. 

Andrea, backed by her family, has claimed the policy violates her religious beliefs and unduly 

infringes on her privacy. The controversial ID badge includes the photo and name of each 

student, a barcode tied to the student’s social security number, as well as an RFID chip which 

pinpoints the exact location of the individual student, including after hours and when the student 

leaves campus. 

The battle over the IDs has been an ongoing saga. The Hernandez family has previously attended 

several school board meetings, organized protests and filed formal grievances with the district 

over the matter, and has been backed by numerous civil rights advocates.  
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Infowars reporters covered a protest that took place in early October, following up with 

appearances by the Hernandez family on the Alex Jones Show and the Infowars Nightly News 

programs. 

Texas Students Treated Like Cattle with Mandatory RFID Tags 
 

In response to public outcry and pressure from rights groups, the school has offered to remove 

the battery and chip, but wouldn’t budge on mandating the ID. Their offer would also require the 

Hernandez family to end their criticism and agree to comply with and even tout the policy, 

something Andrea’s father Steve Hernandez finds unacceptable.  

Steve Hernandez stated, “[A]s part of the accommodation my daughter and I would have to agree 

to stop criticizing the program and publicly support … it. I told [the Deputy Superintendent] that 

was unacceptable because it would imply an endorsement of the district’s policy and my 

daughter and I should not have to give up our constitutional rights to speak out against a program 

that we feel is wrong.” 

Andrea has instead agreed to carry her original ID card, which was issued when she began at the 

school, and was told would be valid for her entire four years there. 

But she has already been effectively punished for her non-compliance. She was not allowed to 

vote for Homecoming King & Queen because she didn’t have the proper identification, and has 

also been barred from some school functions. The school originally threatened to suspend, fine, 

or involuntarily transfer students who wouldn’t wear the ID once the program was fully 

instituted. 

Deputy Superintendent Ray Galindo vowed in October that the consequences would be worse if 

Andrea did not change her mind: “I urge you to accept this solution so that your child’s 

instructional program will not be affected. As we discussed, there will be consequences for 

refusal to wear an ID card as we begin to move forward with full implementation,” Galindo 

wrote. 

Hernandez’ case first made news back in August, when the school tried to impose the new 

technology at the start of the school year. John Jay HS, along with other participating schools, 

stands to receive $2 million dollars in state funding for a program supposedly instituted to reduce 

tardiness and truancy. However, Hernandez and other students only qualified for the magnet 

school by having good attendance, grades and test scores in the first place. 

Christian Family Refuses Mandatory RFID Chip at Texas School  
 

For many Christian families, including the Hernandez’, the mandatory policy is eerily close to 

the predictions of Revelations 13: 16-18, which warns of the Mark of the Beast: 
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16 He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on 

their right hand or on their foreheads, 17 and that no one may buy or sell except one who has 

the mark or[a] the name of the beast, or the number of his name. 18 Here is wisdom. Let him 

who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man: His 

number is 666. (New King James Version) 

As such, the policy has also been considered a violation of the First Amendment to the 

Constitution, which guarantees the right to free speech and freedom of religion. Many also 

consider it to be an unreasonable and unwarranted violation of privacy, protected under the 

Fourth Amendment. 

Gov’t Bribing School Children with Candy to Wear RFID Chip 

 


